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Letter to the Editor:
 

J. Swift
 
City of London Council
 
Department for Urban Renewal,
 
LONDON, UK
 

Dear Sir, 
Having several times noticed reference to the family of Rothschild in your 

newspaper, I wish to inform you concerning the flea-breeding practice of the 
Rothschilds (which have recently been publicized in the London Sunday 
Telegraph) . 

For many years past. indeed over a century, the City of London has been 
infested by gatherings of disreputable men and women, whom I, in my work for 
the City Council, have always regarded as a source of decay and ruin in this 
city. It is well known here that the real business of these people is concentrated 
in the city's flea-market, a horrible, degenerate and malodorous part of the 
city, and is to great degree controlled by the notorious family of swindlers, the 
Rothschilds. 

On this flea-market, large amounts of paper, consisting in the property-titles 
to consignments of fleas and their joyfully expected progeny, are exchanged 
by the Rothschilds and their wicked associates every day. Unlike many other 
flea-markets, the City of London flea-market has continued to deal exclusively 
in fleas, only occasionally concealing its true identity under the code-names 
"~uro-market." "tanker~market" and "real-estate market." 

Many countries, cities and industrial companies have been exploited in their 
weaknesses and have had pressed upon them, in this reeking atmosphere of the 
flea-market and in exchange for money, contracts called "loans," according to 
which the victim commits himself to accept the conditions of life most con
ducive to the rapid multiplication of the Rothschilds' fleas and, of course, the 
accompanying diseases. These conditions include a lowering of the standard of 
living and a prevention of industrial development. The Rothschilds. of course, 
rush their deliveries of fleas out to the unfortunate victim-recipient as rapidly 
as possible. 

The Rothschild flea-market, being a source of disease and epidemic, has 
become a threat to our future health and survival! As the person elected to be 
responsible for the modernization and development of my city, I have long 
considered the Rothschild flea-market as the principal obstacle to progress. 
But now its effects are spreading throughout the world! I discover that the 
Rothschild family is secretly planning even worse horrors. According to the 
Sunday Telegraph (June 27, page 3), there was held, in a Rothschild family 
rural hide-out, a world conference of flea-breeders, where over 100 associates of 
the world's flea-markets gathered to discuss the furtherance of their atrocious 
profession. The real decisions, concerning the development of faster-breeding 
fleas, have been kept secret, but my newspaper let one fact slip: the evil genius 
of the family, Miriam Rothschild, is presently engaged in breeding a new race 
ofplague-fleas in her cellar! 

This menace to world peace and prosperity must be stopped! Rumor in 
London now has it that the beetle-collecting New York family of the 
Rockefellers and the Rothschild flea-breeders are engaged in a fight to the 
finish for world power, for who will impose the world of devastation and ruin 
they want for their 'beetles and fleas! You must help us now to stamp out this 
vile plague: we have only little time left! 

Yours urgently, 
J. Swift 


